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PART 1. THE PRINOIPLE OF MIOROSOOPIC OOMPLETENESS
1. INTRODUOTION
In an earlier note [8], an account has been rendered of the mental
mathematical activity accompanying an indication which assigns natural
numbers to currents of a spread, in such a way that at least one (although
not necessarily exactly one) natural number N((iX)) is indicated for each
current iX extracted from a spread S (the double parentheses are used to
remind us of the non-uniqueness of the assignment). (N.B. The term
current is introduced for the sequence of last constituents of the nodes
occurring in an arrow; cp. [4].) An important feature of the presentation
was conceiving the mental mathematical activity as an internal dialogue
or transaction. We present here an important extension of the principle
of simultaneous indication which is very similar to it in spirit and which
allows us to draw definitive conclusions regarding some more limitations
of constructibility of mathematical entities.
2. THE PRINOIPLE OF MIOROSOOPIC OOMPLETENESS OF FULL INDICATIONS
Let Sand Z be two spreads and let ~((iX)) be a full indication of at
least one current of Z to each current iX of S: we are not postulating
that to equal currents equal currents have to be indicated, i.e., single-
valuedness is not being assumed. We denote by ~n((iX)) the indication of
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the nth node of W<X)). By the principle of simultaneous indication, a
natural number sn((<x)) and a value of the node of the nth order zn((<x))
can be indicated for each <X such that Zn is a value indicable for Cn((fJ))
for any current {3 of S which is near of order Sn to <X (i.e., has the node
of order Sn in common with it).
For some <x, let there be a constructional condition (*) on this indication
Censuring that for each n there is only one admissible value for Zn((<X)),
i.e., that the indication Zn is single-valued at <x. For example, this will be
the case if every sector containing <X also contains a current <x' for which
every indicable value of C((<x')) passes through the node Zn of order n.
Then each Zn+1 is an immediate descendant of Zn for n= 1,2, .... For,
taking a fixed n, let us consider the indication C' (((3)) of those currents
C((fm which pass through some zn((fJ)): the indication C' is also full on S.
Applying the principle of simultaneous indication to the (n+ l)th node
C~+l((<X)) at <x, we indicate a node ~+1 which is a value indicable for all
currents in a certain sector containing <X: in virtue of the constructional
condition (*) we must have Z~+l = Zn+1 for <x, so that, as C' passes through
Zn (which is unique at <x) entailing that z.:+l is an immediate descendant
of Zn, it follows that Zn+1 is an immediate descendant of Zn.
Moreover, the current Z passing through all the zn's (i.e., determined
by the arrow Zl, Z2, Za, ••• ) is a value indicable for C((<x)). For, as the
sequence <x unfolds itself, nth nodes of its indioable values viz., Zl, Z2, Za, •..
are successively determined, having the property that the sector dominated
by any Zn contains indicable values of C((<x)). The intersection of these
sectors (viz., the current z) must, inter alia, be an indieable value of
C((<X)), as the following considerations show.
We present this mental mathematical activity as an internal dialogue
between two persons whom we designate as '1' and 'You'. '1' have defined
a full indication C((<X)) on the spread S. When 'You' indicate a current
cc to 'Me', '1' indicate a corresponding current Cfrom Z to 'You'. Now,
an infinitely proceeding sequence (a choice sequence) is nothing else than
an indication of any number of its successive constituents together with
a continued recognition of the possibility of further choice. As soon as
this much is available to 'You', 'You' will recognize the indication as
performed (or carried out). The successive indication of Zl, Z2, .•• by 'Me',
along with the guarantee (also given by 'Me') that each Zn is the only
one which will also simultaneously serve for some sector containing <x
leads 'You' to conclude quite justifiably that a value of C((<X)) has been
indicated.
We formulate our result:
Let C((<X)) be a full indication of at least one current Cof a spread Z to
each current <x of a spread S. Let <x be a current of S for which the condition(*) is satisfied:
(*) For each n, let Zn be an nth order node for which a sector containing
<x can be indicated such that for every {3 in this sector a value of C(({3)) passing
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through Zn can be indicated; then for each n, Zn is the unique nth order node
having this property.
Then, for each n, Zn+1 is an immediate descendant of Zn and the current
Z passing through all zn's is a value indicable for C((iX)).
As the above assertion confirms that under certain circumstances, a
limit of indioable values of C((iX)) is again an indicable value, the epithet
"microscopic completeness of full indications" is appropriate.
It is to be noted that both the principle of simultaneous indication
and the principle of microscopic completeness are immediate realizations
following the recognition that an infinitely proceeding choice sequence
is nothing else than a successive indication of the constituent elements
together with a continued recognition of the possibility of further extension
of this indication (expressed by "and so on"). There is however this
distinction that the first principle only permits us to draw conclusions
regarding nodes of indicable values of C((iX)); but, in contrast, the second
principle permits us to draw conclusions regarding a whole current which
has to be an indicable value of C((iX)). At another level, when the mental
mathematical activity is presented as an internal dialogue between 'You'
(who indicate IX) and 'Me' (who indicate a C((iX)) assigned to it), in the
case of the principle of simultaneous indication, 'You' force 'Me' to
recognize that the indication of a sequence has been performed by indi-
cation of a number of its successive constituents along with a continued
recognition of the possibility of further choice; whereas, in the case of
the principle of microscopic completeness, it is 'You' who conclude that
the indication of a sequence has been performed as soon as a successive
indication of its constituent elements together with a continued recognition
of the possibility of further choice is available. It will be noted that the
principle of microscopic completeness is not a direct corollary of the
principle of simultaneous indication.
3. APPLICATION TO THE DOUBLE CHANNEL FLOW
Let a fan-direction be given the nodes of which consist of all finite
sequences of the form On1n (n, m;>O), and assign to any such node its
final element (i.e. °or 1); the result is a dressed fan A. Two (dressed)
currents A= (AI, A2, ... ) and A'= (A;, A~, ... ) of A will be said to be confluent
if a (positive or negative or zero) integer p can be indicated such that
An=~+t> for every n, i.e., one of the sequences A, A' is obtained from the
other by omitting finitely many initial terms. The species of currents
confluent with a given current will be termed a channel. The species of
channels will be called the double channel flow and denoted by 11. The
channel containing 000 (i.e., the sequence 0,0,0, ... ) will be denoted by
oand the channel containing Ok1°O (i.e., the current in which k initial
zeros are followed by only l's) will be denoted by i.
Let f.t be a full indication from A into A such that the only indicable
value of f.t((i)) is 0, while i is an indicable value of f.t((0)). This generates
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a full indication ,u«A)) from A into A, where ,u«A)) is any current contained
in the channel ,u«A)), where Adenotes the channel containing A. Denoting
the indication of the nth node of ,u«A)) by ,un«A)) as usual, by the principle
of simultaneous indication, we indicate a node mn and a sector containing
000 for which mn is an indicable value of ,un«).)) for each A in the sector:
as this sector has to contain currents of the type 081 00 , it follows that
mn can be nothing else than on. The microscopic completeness of,u entails
that 0 has to be an indicable value of ,u«O)). This result can be stated
as follows:
For any full indication ,u from A into A for which ,u«I)) is single-valued
and = 0, '0 is necessarily an indicable value of ,u«O)), so that if ,u is an
inversive indication for which i is an indicable value of ,u«O)), then ,u is
fl,ece8sarily multiple-valued at O. [In particular, an inversive mapping (i.e.,
single-valued indication for which ,u(0) = I, ,u(i) = 0) of Ii into A cannot
exist.]
It must be noted carefully, that already the principle of simultaneous
indication entails that if ,u is given to be single-valued everywhere and
,u(I)=o, then we must have ,u(O)=O, so that the assertion [...] about
inversive mappings already follows. This implies that if we have a full
indication ,u for which 0 is the only value of ,u«i)), and i is an indicable
value of ,u«0)), then the single-valuedness of,u is contradictory. However,
one has to appeal to microscopic completeness in order to derive the
stronger assertion that ,u is not only non-single-valued but even multiple-
valued.
PART II. PSEUDO-COUNTEREXAMPLES AND CONTRADICTORITY PROOFS
1. INTRODUCTION
We shall assume the reader to be familiar with the well-known "weak
counterexamples" or "pseudo-counterexamples" occurring in discussions
of intuitionistic mathematics, depending for their construction on some
unsolved mathematical problem, such as the Riemann hypothesis or the
occurrence of a sequence 0123456789 in the decimal expansion of n. The
conclusion of such counterexamples is not of the form "A is contradictory"
but rather "the present state of our mathematical knowledge does not
permit us to assert A".
It is usually routine to transform such a pseudo-counterexample into
an actual counterexample, by introducing dependence on a parameter
for choice sequences, instead of dependence on a single unsolved problem.
A then becomes A", (to indicate dependence on the choice parameter IX),
and the contradiction takes the form: "it is contradictory that for all IX,
A", holds".
2. CONTRADICTORITY PROOFS BASED ON 'CHECKING-NUMBERS OF DRIFTS'
In order to compare the notion of apartness of real numbers with the
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notion of their inequality (which is the contradictority of equality and
hence the non-contradictority of apartness), Brouwer introduced a pseudo-
counterexample of an essentially different type (cf. [1], [2], [3]). As it
is based upon acts of choice determined by the mathematical experiences
of the 'creating subject', it lead to controversy and varying interpretations
(cf. [5], [6]).
Brouwer also gave in [3J a contradictority proof to establish that it is
contradictory that for every real number, its inequality to zero implies its
apariness from zero. We give a simplified and slightly modified version
of that proof, in which the issue at question is exposed more clearly.
For any current). of A, we define a real number core c«).)) containing
the limiting number {Cn«).))} by the following prescription:
(I) cn«),))=O if before its choice, a proof of ). # 000 or a proof of
).=000 has not already been obtained.
(II) cn « ).))= 2-k if a proof of ).= 000 has been obtained just before the
(k+ l)th choice was made.
(III) cn « ).))= - 2-k if a proof of ). # 0 00 has been obtained just before
the (k+ l)th choice was made.
The dependence of cn« ).)) upon the acquisition of the proof of ). # 200
or of ).= 2 00 prior to its choice is to be interpreted to mean that at the
moment of choice of en«).)), all the information available at that time
(which is relevant to the proof of ). # 200 or of A=2OO ) will be taken into
account. The indication of c«).)) to A is not single-valued: indeed, the
variability of the amount of information used before the choice of Cn«A))
is covered in this non-single-valuedness.
Now, it is established in Brouwer's proof that any C«A)) is ",,0 for each
A and the assumption that every c«).)) is even # 0 is then lead to a
contradiction.
However, it is a debatable point, whethernon-denumerably many sequences
can be regarded as generated when the generation of each sequence requires
a subjective intervention of the creating subject. Can the 'creating subject'
oversee the examination of "). # 000 or A=Ooo" for non-denumerably
many A? In other words, is it justified to assume that the indication
c«).)) is full on A?
If possible, let c«).)) defined above be a full indication on A: the as-
sumption of this fullness is an essential ingredient of Brouwer's proof.
(N.B. If fullness of c«).)) were guaranteed, it would not be necessary to
assume its single-valuedness.) Let a fan-direction be given the nodes of
which consist of all finite sequences of the form onl m, 011.[ -1]m (n, m>O),
and assign to each sequence its final element (i.e. 0, 1, or -1). The result
is a dressed fan A*. Now consider the related full indication ~«).)) =
= «iI«).)), <'J2« ).)), ... ) from A into A* where 15n« A)) = sgn cn « ).)).
Applying the principle of simultaneous indication to the indication of
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the nth order node of t5((A)) at 000 in A, we indicate a node LIn of order n
and a sector containing 000 such that LIn is an indicable value of the nth
order node of 15((1.)) for each A in this sector. As such a sector necessarily
contains the current 000 as well as currents A apart from it, as a value
for the nth order node LIn indicable as the nth node of some 15((1.)) for each
A in this sector, neither a node of the form Ok 1n-k (with k < n) nor a node
of the form Ok [ - 1]n-k (with k < n) comes under consideration: it follows
that the only value admissible for LIn is on. By the principle of microscopic
completeness, it follows that 000 is a value indicable for 15((000 ) ) so that
the assumption. ojjullness oj c((A)) is not consistent with the contention that
every value oj c((A)) is ,pO [or each A in A.
Brouwer's proof that inequality cannot imply apartness and all similar
proofs, in particular, the proof in [9] that everyone-one mapping (for
which (a=b) ~ j(a) = j(b)) cannot be strongly one-one (for which (a # b)~
~ j(a) # j(b)) become invalid on this score. It should be remarked that
doubt has already been cast on the validity of Brouwer's proof in [3]:
see Heyting's comment no. 4 to this paper in Brouwer's Collected Works
vol, 1, p. 603.
3. CONTRADICTORITY PROOFS OF A NEW KIND
We first introduce a new type of pseudo-counterexample.
Let us consider bounded non-decreasing sequences and, further, bounded
non-increasing sequences of bounded non-decreasing sequences, i.e.,
double sequences {{amn}} satisfying amn<;am(n+l) and a(m+l)n<;amn for
every m and n. The question is: can every such non-increasing sequence
of non-decreasing sequences be represented by a simple bounded non-
decreasing sequence {<Xk} (in the sense that the existence of either limk--+OO <Xk
or limm--+OO (limn--+oo amn) entails the existence of the other and their
equality) ?
For discussing this point, let us consider the double sequence {{amn}}
defined as follows.
amn= 0 if among the first n digits in the decimal expansion of n,
a sequence 0123456789 has occurred fewer than m times;
amn= 1 otherwise.
Then limm--+OO (limn--+oo amn) will exist either if it is proved that a sequence
0123456789 occurs in the decimal expansion of n only finitely many times
(or not at all) or if it is proved that such a sequence occurs infinitely
often in the decimal expansion of n, In these cases, the value of the limit
will be 0 and 1 respectively. Now, one has the intuitive feeling that one
will not succeed in replacing {{amn}} by a simple non-decreasing sequence
{<Xk} which will converge to 0 if a sequence 0123456789 occurs only finitely
many times in the decimal expansion of n, but will converge to 1 if such
a sequence occurs infinitely often. However, it does not seem justified
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to make a more emphatic statement to the effect that the present state
of our mathematical knowledge does not permit us to indicate such a
simple sequence. In this sense, this pseudo-counterexample seems to be
weaker than examples of the type mentioned in ILL
However, it is possible to give a rigorous contradictority proof to
establish this point. Let us consider the binary fan BF in which there
are two nodes of the first order and every node has exactly two immediate
descendants. Corresponding to any current fJ extracted from BF, we define
the double sequence {{amn(fJ)}} as follows. Iffewer than m 2's have occurred
in the node of order n of fJ, then amn(fJ) = 0, otherwise amn(fJ) = l.
Assume now that for every bounded horizontally non-decreasing verti-
cally non-increasing double sequence a simple bounded non-decreasing
sequence representing it can be indicated. In particular, corresponding
to each {{amn(fJ)}}, simple bounded non-decreasing sequences {tXk((fJ))}
representing it can be indicated: we have no reason to assume that exactly
one such sequence for each fJ can be singled out.
Now, taking a real e such that 0<8< 1, we associate, for each current
fJ, with each such sequence {tXk((fJ))}, sequences {rk((fJ))} where each Tk
is either 0 or 1, Tk';;; Tk+1 holds for each k, and if Tk((fJ)) = 0 then tXk < 8
holds, while if Tk((fJ)) = 1 then tXk>0 holds: in virtue of the non-decreasing
character of {tXk((fJ))} and the intuitionist proposition that for any real
number x, either x> 0 or x < 8 holds, this type of sequences can be defined
consistently. Taking all such sequences {Tk((fJ))} which can be indicated
to a current fJ of BF, we obtain a full (although not single-valued) indi-
cation T from BF into A.
Take a current Y of BF which is known to contain infinitely many 2's.
Then we have limm~lim~ amn(y)= 1, so that we ought to have
tXk((Y)) -? 1 for any choice of the sequence {tXk((Y))}.
By the principle of simultaneous indication, we can indicate for each p
a node Vp of Y and a value tp (which is 0 or 1) which is a value indicable
for the pth constituent of some value of T((fJ)) for each current fJ passing
through Vp.
Denoting by vpl°O the current in which an initial node Vp is followed
by L's only, we have limm-+oo limn~ amn (vpl 00) = 0 so that tXk((vpl°O))
has to converge to 0 as k -? CXJ for any choice of the simple bounded non-
decreasing sequence {tXk((vpl°O))}. In view of the non-decreasing character
of tXk((vpl°O)), it follows that Tk((VPOOO)) cannot assume the value 1 for
any k. Hence the only admissible value of tp is 0, as it is a value indicable
for TP((VPOOO)) too.
By the principle of microscopic completeness, 000 has to be an indicable
value of {Tk((Y))}: for the corresponding {tXk((Y))}, we have tXk((Y)) <8< 1
for each k, contradicting the fact that we must have limk~ tXk((Y)) = l.
We have proved the following assertion:
It is contradictory that to every bounded horizontally non-decreasing
vertically non-increasing double sequence {{amn}} a simple bounded non-
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decreasinq sequence {lXk} can be indicated in such.a way that limm-oa (limu->-oo
amn) exi8t8 if and only if limk-+OO IXk exiete and in thi8 case, the two are equal.
4. SOLUTION OF AN OPEN PROBLEM BY BISHOP
Bishop uses the italic not to denote that "it is unlikely that there will
ever exist a constructive proof" of the assertion in question; cf. [7], ch. 2,
§ 2, p. 26. Usually, he means that the present state of our mathematical
knowledge does not permit us to make the assertion. Bishop has posed
the following as an unsolved problem ([7], p. 241): "Construct a positive
measure 'P on [0, 1] so that there does not exist any bounded monotone
non-decreasing sequence {an} whose convergence implies that 'P has a
representation 'P=hdfl,+'P1 where h is an integrable function (with respect
to the Lebesgue measure fl,) and 'P1 and fl, are mutually singular". Note
that the principle of simultaneous indication and similar intuitionist proof
steps are not recognized by Bishop.
We settle the above problem intuitionistically as follows. We prove
the even stronger assertion that it ie contradictory that to every monotone
non-decreasing ab80lutely continuou8 function a bounded non-decreasing
sequence can be indicated such. that the function ie almo8t everywhere differ-
entiable if and only if the sequence ie convergent.
For this purpose, we divide [0, 1] into 2n+1 equal subintervals
(n=O, 1,2,3, ... ) and define the full functiongn(x) such thatg(O)=g(I)=O,
which has alternately the slope +1 and - 1 on these subintervals. For
any current (3 of BF, we define hll,n(x)=gm(x) if m 2's have occurred in
the nth order node of (3. hll(x) is defined as limn-+OO hll,n(x), and the function
mll(x) =x+hll(x) is non-decreasing and absolutely continuous. Clearly,
the almost everywhere differentiability of mll(x) is equivalent to the
assertion that "there occur either finitely many or infinitely many 2's
in {3" i.e., to the convergence of {{amn({3)}} defined in the previous section.
Our result now follows from the assertion proved there.
By using the occurrence of sequences 0123456789 in the decimal ex-
pansion of n, the above is transformed into a pseudo-counterexample for
which one may say that there does not exist any bounded non-decreasing
sequence whose convergence is equivalent to its almost everywhere
differentiability, provided that one is willing to admit that it is unlikely
that one will construct bounded non-decreasing sequences which converge
if and only if a sequence 0123456789 occurs either finitely many times or
infinitely often in the decimal expansion of n.
I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude to Prof. Dr. A. Heyting whose
constant interest in my work and the readiness to devote precious time
to critical perusal and suggestions for improvement have been a constant
source of encouragement. As a token of this gratitude and of the inspiration
which I have been drawing from him, this article is dedicated to him
on the occasion of his eightieth birthday.
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